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•  A FLIR thermal imaging camera was used to track 
skull temperature changes following capture and 
around yawns in six budgerigars 

•  Tested one at a time, birds were captured from the 
main aviary and placed into a single housed testing 
cage 

•  After a 15-min acclimation period, unobstructed 
maximum facial surface temperatures were recorded 
by a researcher at 10 second intervals for one hour 

•  A laptop computer displayed a contagious yawning 
stimulus to the birds during testing to induce yawns 

•  Here we present the initial results from an on-going 
experiment using thermal imaging technology to 
collect non-invasive measurements of stress-induced 
hyperthermia and thermoregulatory behaviors in 
captive budgerigars (Melopsittacus undulatus)  

•  This study has two primary aims: 

•  1) To determine proper acclimation length for future 
behavioral research by tracking reductions in stress-
induced hyperthermia following capture 

•  2) To measure skull temperature changes 
surrounding yawning events to test the brain cooling 
hypothesis 

•  1) Stress-induced hyperthermia from capture and 
isolation will diminish across the testing period 

•  2) Yawns will be preceded by rises in temperature 
and followed by decreases in temperature  

Fig 4. Skull temperature changes before and 
after yawning events (10-sec intervals)  

Friedman’s Test (3) = 7.78, p = 0.051 

•  This is the first study to use thermal imaging technology to tract stress and 
behavior in budgerigars, and data collection for this project is on-going 

•  A proper acclimation period has thus far not been identified because imaging 
recordings appear to induce further stress on the animals (Fig 3) 

 
•  Replicating previous data collected on rats,  predicted changes in surface 

skull temperature occurred surrounding yawns (Fig 4) 
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Fig 3. A total of six yawns were recorded that permitted 
comparisons in facial temperature 20-sec before and after 

Fig 2. Skull temperature changes (3-min intervals) 
One-Way ANOVA, F = 1.795, p = 0.021 

Fig 1. Thermal imager and sample pictures. Over 2100 
thermal images were captured across the testing period 


